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Announcements 

  

Publications Available: 

  

1. Thanks to Dr. Edith Gilmore for translating two German articles dealing with 

   dream lucidity: 

  

Schnieing, K. Dreams of flying and excursions of the ego. Archiv fur die Gesamte 

    Psychologie, 1938, 100, 541—554;  

von Moers—Messmer, H. Dreaming while knowing about the dream state. Archiv fur die 

    Gesamte Psychologie, 1938, 102, 291—318. 

  

They are now completed and copies are available for the cost of postage and handling 

and a small translators fee. Send $3.00 to Dr. .Jayne Gackenbach, Department of 

Psychology, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614. 

  

Dr. Gilmore writes regarding her experience in translating these manuscripts, “Working 

on the material has helped co stimulate my own lucidity. I am sure now that any kind of 

“immersion” in lucidity during the day tends to cause it at night.” 

  

2. Copies of Dr. Keith Hearne’s 418 page Ph.D. thesis titled ‘Lucid dreams: an 

   electrophysiological and psychological study’ (May, 1978), are available from 

   the author. Price on request. Dr. Keith Hearne, Hearne Research Organization, 

   P.O. Box 84, Hull, England, HUl 2EL. 

  

Organizations: 

  

1. Dr. Keith Hearne, writes, “as a pioneer in experimental lucid—dream research who has 

made theoretical and practical contributions to the field, I have set up the Hearne 

Research Organization in England. It has an international scope and its purpose is to 

advance the scientific investigation of certain phenomena. At this stage, dreams——

including lucid dreams——are its main interest. Persons who join the Organization’s 

‘dream club’ undertake to perform a series of experiments at home—— many of them 

involving the use of his dream—machine invention, which not only increases dream 

recall in users but also induces lucidity in many subjects. It is anticipated that the project 

will constitute by far the largest study of dreaming ever conducted. Membership is a little 

restricted at the moment, but persons the U.S. or elsewhere wishing to join the dream 

club should write to: The Heart Organization, P.O. Box 84, Hull, England HU1 2EL. 

There is a membership fee (covering the administration of detailed questionnaires and 

psychological tests; feedback literature, etc.), and the experimental dream—machines are 

available, extra cost, through the Organization to members only. Full details on request. 

  

Original source: Lucidity Letter Back Issues, Vol. 1, No. 4, October, 1982, page 34. 


